Temporal Artery Thermometry

Three good reasons for hospital wide use

1. Lowest Cost System
   Probe covers not required - available if needed
   - Reduce thermometry cost by 90%
   - Reduce associated waste by 90%
   - Lifetime Warranty

2. Highest Accuracy
   Accuracy supported by more than 40 peer reviewed published studies

3. Most Liked by Patients
   - Most comfortable thermometer
   - Least invasive thermometer
   - Home models available at retailers
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1. **Settled Science:** It is accurate to report that Exergen Temporal Artery Thermometers have never been proven inaccurate when compared to the true Gold Standards of pulmonary artery catheters, esophageal probes, rectal temperature on a stable patient, and outcome. When temperature is rapidly changing, however, rectal temperature is well known to lag behind arterial temperature on adults, the scientific evidence for which dates back to the late 1960's with the invention of the PA catheter, and, most recently, rectal lag has been identified in infants (19).¹

2. **What are the benefits for our hospital in changing to Exergen TA Thermometry?**
   The significant clinical and fiscal benefits of the Exergen temporal artery thermometers have been confirmed by about 60% of the hospitals throughout the United States:
   a. Clinically, the TA thermometers are as accurate as the most invasive methods.
   b. Fiscally, the method is 90% less expensive than any other method of thermometry, and provides a payback in approximately 8 months, with near zero expenditure from that point forward.

3. **How do the results compare to rectal temps, oral temps, and ear temps?**
   a. Several peer reviewed published studies conducted in major university hospitals on newborn infants through geriatric patients have demonstrated the temperatures measured by the Exergen Temporal Artery Thermometer to be: significantly more accurate than ear thermometers (6,10,14,15,16,18,21,23,24,25,26,28,30,39); as accurate as rectal temperature (1,2,4,7,8,10,11,12,15,18,19,27,31,40,42,44), core temperature as measured with an esophageal probe, pulmonary artery catheter, or brain thermistor (1,2,3,6,9,11,12,22,23,25,26,30), and outcome (5,19,25,28,32,38,41,43).

4. **At what age is the method validated?**
   a. Newborns 0-3mo (7,8,11,13,18,19,20,27,38,40,41,42), infants and children (1,2,4,7,8,9,18,19,22,31,38,40,41,42,44), adults through geriatric patients (3,5,6,9,12,14,15,16,17,23,24,25,26,28,30,37).

5. **Below the age group the thermometer is validated, what equipment will we use and how will that equipment be supported?**
   a. Age is not a factor as the TA thermometer has been demonstrated to be accurate for use on all ages.
   b. Nonetheless, when the patient is under a radiant warmer or in an isolette, the TAT should be allowed to equilibrate ~20 minutes before use. If not possible, Exergen recommends using the Exergen LXN Instant infrared axillary thermometer, an instrument successfully used for many years, mainly in Neonatal Intensive Care Units. Studies available from Exergen.

6. **What is the evidence that we will not spread disease with this device?**
   a. The TA thermometer features a silver ion antimicrobial head, unique in thermometry, but widely used clinically in such items as catheters, stents, wound dressings, spinal implants, IV flow valves, in which the silver ions protects by naturally and continuously resisting the growth of microbes.
   b. Laboratory tests demonstrate the controlled release of silver ions from the sensor head provides continuous antimicrobial protection for more than five years. The antimicrobial compound works proactively against a broad spectrum of bacteria, fungi and other microbes. In laboratory studies, this has been proven to reduce bacteria on the treated product by as much as 99.999%, or 5-log reduction. Studies available from Exergen.
   c. The TA thermometer is used by ~60% of the hospitals in the US. Of these, ~92% have approved wiping the sensorhead between patients with an alcohol swab, or with whatever has been approved in their facility for wiping the stethoscope diaphragm between patients.
   d. Resposable caps and sheaths that enclose the entire instrument are available for use where preferred.

¹ Numbered references in parenthesis refer to attached list of “Peer-Reviewed Papers and Abstracts on Exergen Temporal Artery Thermometers.” Additional clinical information can be found at Exergen’s Clinical Website at www.TAThermometry.org.


